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About This Software

3DCoat is the one application that has all the tools you need to take your 3D idea from a block of digital clay all the way to a
production ready, fully textured organic or hard surface model.

KEY FEATURES

Easy Texturing & PBR

Microvertex, Per-pixel or Ptex painting approaches

Realtime Physically Based Rendering viewport with HDRL

Smart Materials with easy set-up options

Multiple paint Layers. Popular blending modes. Layer groups

Tight interaction with Photoshop

Texture size up to 16k

Fast Ambient Occlusion and Curvature map calculation
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Rich toolset for all kind of painting tasks, and more...

Digital Sculpting

No topological constraints. Sculpt as you would with Clay

Complex boolean operations. Fast kit bashing workflow

Adaptive dynamic tesselation (Live Clay)

Dozens of fast and fluid sculpting brushes

Boolean operations with crisp edges

3D Printing Export Wizard.

Ultimate Retopo Tools

Auto-retopology (AUTOPO) with user-defined edge loops

Fast and easy-to-use manual Retopo tools

Possibility to import reference mesh for retopologization

Retopo groups with color palette for better management

Advanced baking settings dialog

Fast & Friendly UV Mapping

Professional toolset for creating and editing UV-sets

Native Global Uniform (GU) unwrapping algorithm

Multiple UV-sets support and management

Support ABF, LSCM, and Planar unwrapping algorithms

Individual islands tweaking

Lastly, it is fast, easy, and fun to use.

3DCoat Amateur version vs. the Professional version

3DCOAT AMATEUR

No commercial usage, but you may earn money from TF2 and DOTA 2 items.

Textures size to export is limited to 2048x2048

Limited to 7 layers

3DCOAT PROFESSIONAL
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The ultimate set of 3DCoat tools and features.

Rights to use 3D-Coat commercially.
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Got this game from my friend. We aren't friends anymore.. The trailer for this game is exactly what you get, so if you enjoyed
it, you will enjoy this game. It is a combat-based action RPG in the style of an older Diablo game with a focus on
straightforwardness, simplicity, and an absurd, lovable, and cartoonish style. The main character, Rick, is a melee fighter that
you can augment by choosing different stats and items to wear.

Like Diablo, the fun of the game is in beating things up and finding items. Rick accomplishes both of these by slamming his
knife into enemies until they die in Rogue-like fashion. The strategy comes how you plan ahead by choosing what to wear, what
to carry, where to stand, etc. rather than the actual combat, which is mostly just your stats comparing with the monsters and
deciding how to use your consumable items. You also have a special meter that can be used to give yourself a boost for a short
time. It's easy to understand and enjoyable.

Once you finish the game, you can try again with a different character and a stat focus. There are 9 or 10 special abilities you
can pick as you level, some of which are passive. You can have up to 4, but some of them won't be relevant for the way you're
playing. For example, I wouldn't choose a power like Flash (which uses your special meter to teleport you) on a character
focused on Strength and Speed because I would never have enough Willpower to use it consistently. Or similiarly, I wouldn't
choose Eagle Eye (which raises your attack rating and critical hit rate) on a character with a high Dexterity because I would
already be hitting everything accurately and it would be redundant. You can choose a special ability to focus on one path, use in
an emergency, or to balance out a weakness. There are enough different combinations and achievements to play through the
game several times if you want.

If the store page appeals to you and you're looking for a light, enjoyable game, I recommend this. It's exactly what it looks like
and it has enough depth for me to enjoy 90+ hours.. Okay, So im not a very detailed game reviewer. But I played PS Home for
about 4 Years and it was a awesome expirence, Atom universe's ideas are alot better in my opinion than ps home, "less micro
transactions" than ps home so makes me feel better about playing. This game is going on the right track and I cant wait to see
where it is going to be in the near future! :D. Whew! that was tide!. Disclaimer: preview copy received from the developer.

We Slay Monsters is basically a traditional roguelike. Its main difference from the norm is in the addition of poker-like card
combos for skill use. It's a nice bit of spice. As roguelikes go, this game isn't very difficult.

My full preview is at http://indiegames.com/2015/02/early_access_pick_we_slay_mons.html. You get so many trains, 2x Steam,
So many reskins, Diesels. 125. Seriously you get a huge route + freeroam and many trains, 10\/10 Worth it. Blanco already
looked like a game I would fund for the heck of it, but once I got my hands on it things fell into place. Blanco is a platformer
much like the ones in the days of old. Levels with different themes make up the ones availible, along with little collectables
sprinkled across the levels. In a way, the way Blanco moves and jumps reminded me of the simpler days when I watch a certain
plumber do flips and tricks, of course now our protagonist spins as he jumps higher. Playing this game brought me back to a
time where I just played the game for being a game, not some complex combat system or overblow lore context. Much like
Blanco's desgin, the game is simple. It has an objective, a bit of an exploring element, and some catchy music to go with while
you go around looking for the Super Gems. Simply pleasing.

 Now on with the down sides, Blanco does manage to feel a bit stiff when you handle him. Trying to quickly turn around when
you were running the other direction feels a lot different compared to other games and it feels pretty stiff, much like his
traction(which feels almost nonexistent). Also kicking enemies does feel a bit difficult to do at first. It does get easier with time,
but even near the end I still found kicking to be inconsistent. Usually I would just run around and drop bombs everywhere
because kicking was to frustrating in some parts(maybe this could be fix by making the dive act as another type of attack for
certain enemies?). Also there are some oddly place traps and with some cannon placement latter on, it does seem to act as a
sinister way to make a challenge for one part of the level. Since cannonballs can also go through walls, I often found myself
getting ganked and falling off into pits because of it. Luckily these moments don't happen often, which is good. The platforming
is also a bit weird, since it wants you to be fast enough to make a jump, but percise enough to not fall from great heights, Blanco
start up speed makes it a bit odd to do this and I often found myself double jumping over tiny gaps just becaue I was afraid I
might fall and have to do a section all over again. Sometime the platforming begs to be ran through, but then halfway through it
makes you halt before you can keeping going again.

However, you can overcome these little details like I did and appreciate the world created around Blanco. For every place that
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contradict your instincts, there's another that compliment it very well. Blanco has its flaws, but I believe that with a bit of work
it can feel natural in anyone's hands. Blanco might look like someone only a square would like, but I think he's perfect for the
game he's in. I honestly love the personality this game has and I hope development for this game continues on until this becomes
a game that I can treasure, like the games from a simpler and better time.. This is hands down the best multiplayer game you can
play on VR. There are no "Experts" here. There is no issue of people who have insanely fast reflexes. Why? Your body is the
controller. You can grip the gun with one or two hands. You actually hold the gun up to your face to snipe. You lean down to
crouch. All VR headsets have microphoens built in, so everyone has voice chat by default. This is the golden age of PC
multiplayer gaming brough back to life. Here are a few of my favorite stories so far.

#1 accidentally dropped my grenade right after pulling the pin. Guy next to me screams, I shout alahuakbar and we both die.

#2 Accidentally drop my gun because someone ran around a corner and startled me. I attempted to punch them to-death (you
can't do that) and he laughed so hard that he dropped HIS gun. Which I picked up and killed him with.

#3 I discovered that making funny noises at people through the microphone right as they come around a corner will sometimes
startle them enough to make them drop their gun so I can kill them.

#4 when you crouch in real life you crouch in the game. So I kept crouching around corners with a knife frantically trying to
slice up people with guns.

Buy this. Have fun. Its amazing.
. not a bad game to be honest good for boredom or lil fun playin with the kids. At first I found fritz 14 to be very buggy and was
unable to get it to start on my computer but after an hour or two I managed to get it working by going into the local content
folders and manually installing parts of the software that for some reason did not install when I first downloaded it??

After this I was able to get on to the game and play around and again I ran into more problems which caused the games I was
playing to crash like two moves in, any way I did something\u2019s to it, and managed to sort this out and play full games
But there were still yet more problems with it, as some off the 3D views crash, having stated that I am a fan of chess and was
not to put off by this and was happy with the overall playing capabilities of the of the software

This program is defo worth a buy if you love chess and want to develop your game better there\u2019s all sorts of stuff you can
do with it to help develop your strategies and become a better player ov the game but the interface will take some getting used
to, and may need a look up on the old net to see how to use fritz 14 effectively there\u2019s loads of stuff on YouTube\/google
that will show how to use it and get the most out of games!

so overall yes I would recommend it but only to serious chess fans or people who are keen to get into the game!
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quot;the graphics mode is not supported"
It works fine on games older than this so I can't see how I can't get it to work with this game.. Originally I wrote that there was a
new feature that had the pieces rotate so they weren't always the right orientation. Originally you could not turn this feature off,
and I didn't like it because I thought it made the 200 and 400 puzzles too hard. But they let me know that they updated and now
that feature is OPTIONAL! :) This is the best of both worlds because then you can use it for the 40 or 80 pieces if you want
them to be harder, but turn it off for something like the 800.

The 800s are still too hard for me, but probably a fun challenge for a major jigsaw puzzle enthusiast. And as I mentioned
before, you can use the boxes on any puzzle you want and still get all the achievements. I think that was a smart move because
the 400 and 800 are hard enough without being able to sort by color\/shape.

Anyway, this is a thumbs up :). Just came across Orbits searching for a space game and boy am I glad I did. It's FANTASTIC!
Love all the many varied levels, amazing space graphic scenes with realistic space affects and planets each with cool new
effects.

"\tInnovative weapons
"\tExciting upgrades as you play
"\tAwesome new enemies at each level

If you're looking for a great space game with cool music go with Orbits you won't regret it!
. well... lets draw? why this is called a game? maybe software? eh... somebody?. Adorably funny game with great writing and
music, as well as gameplay just engaging enough to not be frustrating. Excellent purchase for a quick laugh and a good time.
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